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Sentence-Making & Self-expreSSion activitieS

May We Sit Down? / If... / If... Say...

 These three similar activities are quick, fun games which broaden stu-
dents’ vocabulary, provide practice responding to ‘why’ questions, and get stu-
dents moving around between seated activities.

May We Sit Down?

 Before playing for the first time, do a comprehension check and group 
output practice of ‘May we sit down?’ Once students can pronounce it well, get 
them to stand up. They ask to sit and may do so if they fit the criteria of the sen-
tence you read from the May We Sit Down prompt sheet (or your own original 
sentence). Here’s an example exchange:

 Ss: May we sit down?
 T: Yes, girls may sit down. (Female students sit down.)
 Boys: May we sit down?
 T: Yes, seven-year-olds may sit down. (All students but one sit down.) 
 S: May I sit down? (The question changes when a single student re-

mains.) 
 T: Yes, third-graders may sit down.
  (We choose criteria matching the remaining student, so he doesn’t stand 

alone for more than a single round.)

 Once the students get used to the activity we keep it fun and raise the 
challenge by occasionally looking at students who should remain standing, but 
gesturing to sit down. (“Yes, girls may sit down,” says the teacher, looking di-
rectly at the boys and mischievously pointing toward their chairs.) Students will 
focus carefully on what we’re saying, as they don’t want to be tricked by their 
evil teacher.

 Once students have a solid understanding of this basic procedure we in-
troduce ‘why’ questions to further raise the challenge and give them practice 
answering using the ‘because (reason)’ pattern. Here’s an example:

 Ss: May we sit down?
 T: Yes, short-haired students may sit down? (Then, to one student:) Why 

are you sitting down?
 S1: Because I have short hair.
 T: (To another student:) Well, why are you standing up?
 S2: Because I have long hair.
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If... / If...Say...

 The procedure for these activities is very similar to May We Sit Down, but 
rather than sit down or remain standing, students do an action or make a sound 
based on the conditional sentence you’ve said. For example, when you say, ‘If 
you’re hungry, hold your stomach’ any hungry students hold their stomachs. (A 
few rounds later, you’ll say, e.g., “If you’re not hungry, touch your nose”—and 
if any student does not react to either statement, something’s fishy.)

 The difference between the two games is that, in “If...” students do not 
produce language output at the lowest level—they simply react to you by doing 
or pantomiming an action. In “If... Say...” they react to you by saying something.

 Use the past tense about the actions students have just done, or the things 
they’ve just said:

 T: Raise your hand if you can spell your name.
  S1 raises her hand.
 T: What did you do?
 S1: I raised my hand.
 T: (Pretends to be baffled, for fun:) But—why did you raise your hand?
 S1: Because I can spell my name. H-a-r-u-k-a M-a-t-s-u-m-o-t-o.
 T: Well done.

 T: If you don’t like snakes, say, “Ick!”
 Ss: Ick!
 T: (Pretends this has come out of the blue:) What did you say?
 Ss: We said, “Ick!”
 T: Why did you say that?
 Ss: Because we don’t like snakes.
 T: And Haruka? Why didn’t you say, “Ick”?
 H: Because I like snakes.

 The above routines give practice understanding and reacting to the teach-
er’s spoken ‘if’ conditions (similarly to ‘May We Sit Down?’) and review both 
the past tense and ‘why / because’ exchanges. Hamming up your reactions in-
troduces a playful simulation of the spirit behind asking someone ‘why’—when 
you just can’t figure out why they’ve said or done something!


